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The project

Beneficiaries and users

DDBS-Learning is a project that embraces the
Distant Demonstration Based Skill Learning
method into the adult learning world. The project
introduces a method for efficient and accountable
Distant Demonstration Learning by arranging
observation and feedback devices in a way to
observe and reflect on the skills’ characteristics
and information the DDBSL method allows for
distant delivery of practical skills.

Adult educators and staff of education
institutions are the direct beneficiaries of the
project.
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Second partners meeting in
Cyprus

The second meeting of the project was held in the
Cypriot city of Nicosia, hosted by our partners
Emphasys Centre who showed the consortium the
STEAM lab in their facilities. During this face-to-face
meeting, the progress of the curriculum development
(IO1) as well as the training contents were discussed.
Partners also agreed on the following steps for the
development of the handbook (IO2) and the piloting
process of IO1. 

In addition, Emphasys organised a visit to OMODOS, a
traditional village, and the partners were able to taste
the wine produced in the area during a wine tasting. 

The meeting was an opportunity to learn more about
the DDBSL method from the coordinators, GSI, through
video demonstrations of their own experience in the
world of welding, and to learn more about Cypriot
architecture, gastronomy, history and culture. 



The DDBS-Learning consortium consists of six
partners from Germany, Greece, Cyprus and
Spain. 

The consortium

GSI Gesellschaft Für Schweisstechnik International Mbh -
Germany

KEK Tehnikes Sholes Epimelitiriou Irakleiou
Greece

Instituto para el Fomento del Desarrollo y la Formación SL
Spain

A & A Emphasys Interactive Solutions Ltd
Spain

DIMITRA Education & Consulting SA
Greece

Launch of the website

Led by DIMITRA, our expert partners in the development
of educational curricula for adult education, all partners
have worked on the development of units and contents of
the DDBS-Learning Curriculum. It consists of five modules:

Skills / characteristics of an adult educator providing
online courses                                                                                                                                       

1.

Teaching methods and techniques for distance
learning                                                                                                                                       

2.

Digital tools of distance learning 3.
DDBSL method4.
Methodology for designing online teaching and
learning activities, courses, and assessment for
practical skills using the DDBS method

5.
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The project website has been launched. Here you will find
all the information about DDBSL, who we are, the
objectives of the project, what is the methodology of
demonstrating practical skills at a distance and what goals
and challenges we have set for the duration of the project.
In addition, through the website you will be able to access
the online educational platform where courses will soon
be available for adult educators to improve their skills and
knowledge about distance education.

Visit our website at http://ddbsl-project.eu and keep up
to date with the evolution of the project and all the
training content we have to offer you!

DDBS-Learning Curriculum

Next steps
The partners will continue to work on the Handbook as
well as on the design and implementation of the platform
where the training contents of the curriculum will be
available for learning and implementing the DDBSL
method by practical subject educators. The pilot phase of
the curriculum is also being planned. 

Follow us! 

http://ddbsl-project.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/DDBSL/

